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SERS and plasmonic heating eﬃciency from
anisotropic core/satellite superstructures†
Christian Kuttner, *‡a,b Roland P. M. Höller,‡c Marta Quintanilla, a
Max J. Schnepf,c Martin Dulle, d Andreas Fery b,c,e and Luis M. Liz-Marzán

a,f

The optical properties of nanoparticle assemblies can be tailored via hybridization of plasmon modes.
Isotropic core/satellite superstructures made of spherical nanoparticles are known to exhibit coupled
modes with a strongly scattering (radiative) character, and provide hot spots yielding high activity in
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). However, to complement this functionality with plasmonic
heating, additional absorbing (non-radiative) modes are required. We introduce herein anisotropic superstructures formed by decorating a central nanorod with spherical satellite nanoparticles, which feature
two coupled modes that allow application for both SERS and heating. On the basis of diﬀuse reﬂectance
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spectroscopy, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), and electromagnetic simulations, the origin of the
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coupled modes is disclosed and thus serves as a basis toward alternative designs of functional superstructures. This work represents a proof-of-principle for the combination of high SERS eﬃciency with
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eﬃcient plasmonic heating by near-infrared irradiation.

Introduction
Noble metal nanoparticles (NPs) are versatile building blocks
for self-assembled colloidal superstructures with tailored
optical functionality.1,2 Hierarchical multi-particle architectures in particular are recognized as “colloidal plasmonic
molecules” because their ensemble properties largely diﬀer
from those of the individual components.3,4 Their self-assembly can be guided, both in 2D and 3D, by bio-recognition5,6
and other attractive forces.7 Colloidal plasmonic molecules
can localize light at the nanoscale, yielding highly confined
electric fields which are often exploited for surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy, e.g. as SERS-encoded tags,8,9 cellular
imaging,10 or biomarker detection.11 Strategies for high
SERS brightness include spiky12 and undulated particle
surfaces,13,14 as well as cluster-encasing15 and multilayer
a
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adsorption16 of smaller particles on a central core NP.
Assemblies consisting of a larger core NP surrounded by a
monolayer of smaller NPs are commonly referred to as core/
satellite superstructures.17,18 Such superstructures have been
reported as nanosensors for various sensing modalities19
including sensitivity toward enzymatic activity,20 induced disassembly,21 or changes in chiroptical activity.22
Today′s applications, however, require multifunctional
nanosensors that not only detect analytes, but can also exert a
chemical and/or physical stimulus. Controlled nano-heating in
particular has become a research focus for applications such
as targeted drug delivery,23 photo-thermal therapy,24 and
photo-chemotherapy.15 Therefore, eﬃcient nano-heaters are
required, which should be designed to absorb and convert
incident light into heat.25 Eﬃcient heat transfer can already be
observed for small gold nanospheres26 and their aggregates.27
Notwithstanding, the field of thermo-plasmonics and optical
heating is currently extending toward more complex plasmonic
nanostructures.28–30 A particularly interesting challenge is
designing superstructures that allow for both analyte detection
at high sensitivity and eﬃcient nano-heating upon excitation
at the biologically relevant near-infrared (NIR) regime.31 For
this purpose, control over the radiative (scattering) and nonradiative (absorbing) contributions of superstructures plays a
key role.32 However, the coupled modes of isotropic core/satellite structures, composed of spherical NPs, are limited to the
visible range and become increasingly more radiative with
increasing size.18,33 This issue could be circumvented by
breaking the symmetry. An anisotropic particle, like a gold
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nanorod, should allow red-shifting the coupling mode into the
NIR range. However, the plasmonic interactions3,34 become
more complex in anisotropic structures, as has been shown for
single-satellite nanorod pairs35 and substrate-supported
clusters.36,37 In addition, we hypothesize that the choice of a
suitable anisotropic core can achieve control over the balance
between absorbing and scattering contributions. It should be
noted that quantification of these contributions is not straightforward because standard UV/vis/NIR transmission spectroscopy only provides information on the total extinction (the
sum of both radiative and non-radiative losses). For substratesupported nanostructures, Link et al. reported the demanding
combination of dark-field and photo-thermal imaging to
diﬀerentiate spectral losses.32 For nanostructures dispersed in
liquid, the ensemble-average spectral losses can be measured
by diﬀuse reflectance spectroscopy using an integrating
sphere, as recently reported.18
Here we present anisotropic supra-colloidal structures consisting of a nanorod core decorated with spherical satellite
NPs. These superstructures exhibit dominantly absorbing
coupled modes, which were quantified by diﬀuse reflectance
spectroscopy. Small-angle X-ray scattering was employed to
analyse the superstructures’ structural properties. We discuss
the origin of the coupled modes to provide insight into the
plasmonic coupling phenomena. Finally, we show as a proofof-principle that high SERS brightness can be combined with
eﬃcient plasmonic heating by near-infrared illumination.

Results and discussion
Synthesis of anisotropic assemblies
The assembly of anisotropic core/satellite superstructures was
directed by electrostatic interactions between oppositely
charged building blocks (Fig. 1a). For this purpose, 16 ± 2 nm
sized nanospheres (AuNSs) were synthesized following
Turkevich et al.38 and subsequently coated by a negatively
charged polyelectrolyte P(SS-co-MA), which is a copolymer of
4-styrenesulfonate (SS) and maleic acid (MA). The carboxyl
groups of the MA units could enable post-functionalisation by
esterification/amidation39 or covalent cross-linking in order to
increase the long-term stability of the coating, as well as the
core/satellite structure after assembly and thus extend their
applicability in biological media.40 Gold nanorods (AuNRs)
were prepared by the seeded growth method,41 yielding
average length of 74 ± 7 nm and width of 33 ± 2 nm (AR = 2.2 ±
0.3), as determined by TEM image analysis (Fig. S1†).
Subsequently, the NRs were functionalized by a two-step
ligand exchange of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)
against first cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) and
second 11-mercaptoundecyl trimethylammonium bromide
(MUTAB). The transition from a mobile CTA+ bilayer to a more
robustly attached monolayer of MUTA+ molecules is driven by
the high binding aﬃnity of thiols to gold. After coating, both
building blocks were washed multiple times with pure water to
remove excess unbound ligands because those might interfere
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Fig. 1 Anisotropic core/satellite assemblies: (a) Schematic illustration:
controlled adsorption of small P(SS-co-MA)-coated NSs (satellites) onto
MUTAB-functionalized NRs (cores) yielding colloidal superstructures;
representative TEM and SEM images. (b) Photographs and (c) normalized
UV/vis/NIR extinction spectra of the assemblies AuNR@AuNS (blue)
compared to the building blocks (green: AuNRs; red: AuNSs). (d)
Spectral losses measured by diﬀuse reﬂectance spectroscopy of the
assembly, showing contributions from absorption (blue) and scattering
(red) to the total extinction (dashed black line). Both coupled modes are
predominantly non-radiative.

during the assembly step. The UV/vis/NIR extinction spectra of
the satellite and core NPs before and after coating/functionalization remained essentially unchanged, indicating colloidal
stability and absence of aggregation (Fig. S2, Table S1†). The
negatively charged AuNSs (satellites) were found to adsorb
onto the positively charged AuNRs (cores) upon mixing,
forming core/satellite superstructures (Fig. 1a). An excess of
satellites minimizes bridging between non-saturated cores.
The electrostatic assembly resulted in AuNR@AuNS superstructures with a high satellite coverage (Fig. S3 and S4†), close
to the jamming limit, which will be discussed below.18 After
the assembly step, the superstructures were added to a dilute
P(SS-co-MA) solution to saturate the free core surface between
adsorbed satellites with the copolymer. An excellent long-term
stability was evidenced by their unaltered plasmonic signature,
which remained almost unchanged, even 6 months after the
synthesis (Fig. S5†). The dispersions of the satellites, the cores,
and their superstructures display wine-red, greenish, and
blueish colours, respectively (Fig. 1b). The spectral features are
significantly altered upon assembly (Fig. 1c). The localized
surface plasmon resonance of AuNS@P(SS-co-MA) is centred at
521 nm (red line in Fig. 1c); AuNR@MUTAB cores show transversal and longitudinal plasmon modes at 516 nm and
656 nm (green line), respectively. Interestingly, the final purified AuNR@AuNS superstructures show three plasmon bands
at 510–545 nm, 598 nm, and 795 nm (blue line). Because the
individual spectral losses cannot be discriminated by conventional UV/vis/NIR spectroscopy, we performed diﬀuse reflectance spectroscopy using an integrating sphere (see ESI.2†).
Fig. 1d presents the contributions of absorption (blue line) and
scattering (red line) to the total extinction (dashed black line).
All coupled modes are found to be dominated by absorption
and thus, predominantly non-radiative. Quantification of radia-
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tive and non-radiative losses by non-assembled building
blocks is shown in Fig. S6.† In the following, we provide
detailed characterization of the structural features of the
assemblies, to allow a reliable correlation between their optical
and structural properties.
Structural characterization
Due to the complex three-dimensional structure, scanning
(SEM) and transmission (TEM) electron microscopy techniques can only give a first impression of the structure from a
small number of self-assembled nanostructures. The parameters that are particularly critical for plasmonics, such as
interparticle distances and average surface coverage, are
hardly accessible by EM imaging. Also, the size polydispersity
of the NP building blocks (the cores particularly) and the
resulting polydispersity in surface coverage should be taken
into account in a complete analysis. For these reasons, we
decided to use SAXS, which grants access to ensemble-averaged structural information at the nanoscale. The scattering
spectra reflect the distribution of sizes and distances for each
sample with sub-nanometre resolution. Because repeated distances and sizes appear more prominently, SAXS is the
method of choice to evaluate the structural properties of
supra-colloidal assemblies.
Fig. 2a shows the scattering curves of the NP building
blocks (red, green) and their assemblies (blue). The individual
NPs display the expected repeating fringes, which can be

Fig. 2 Structural characterization: (a) SAXS scattering curves (grey)
and modelled data for assemblies (blue) and separate building blocks
(red: spheres, green: rods). (b) Analysis of the assemblies: MSE mapping
of the free-parameter space by atomistic 3D modelling. For assemblies
formed by random sequential adsorption, the maximum surface coverage is limited because of jamming (dashed line). Cross-sections for variations in surface coverage (c) and core-to-satellite distance (d) at the
global minimum (domain of lowest MSE). Gaussian ﬁts (grey) serve as
guides-to-the-eye.
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described analytically considering satellites as spheres and
rods as cylinders with hemi-spherical end-caps (see ESI.3†).
Polydispersity in size and shape was accounted for in the fits
by averaging over a Gaussian distribution of core sizes (length
and width, Table S2†). The assemblies show additional scattering contributions, specifically in the range from 0.1 to
0.5 nm−1, which can be attributed to the presence of the satellites. To quantify the ensemble-averaged number of satellites
and their distance to the core, numerical modelling in necessary. Although analytical models for similar structures (e.g.
raspberry) exist,42,43 they have been shown not to correctly
reproduce the high correlation of satellite NPs.18 Therefore, we
applied 3D atomistic modelling (ESI.3†),18,41,44 which involves
calculating the scattering curves of 3D structures comprising
randomly distributed scattering centres using Debye′s scattering equation (eqn (1)).45
I ðqÞ ¼

XX
i

j

fi fj

 
sin qrij
qrij

ð1Þ

Here, I(q) is the intensity of the scattered wave, q = 4π sin(θ)/
λ is the scattering vector, rij = |ri − rj| is the distance between
atoms i and j, and fi is the atomic scattering factor of the i-th
atom. To validate our numerical approach, the data for nanorods were also evaluated by 3D atomistic modelling (Fig. S7†).
Since the resulting parameters (length: 74 ± 8 nm; width:
34 ± 7 nm; see Table S2†) were fully consistent with the analytical SAXS fitting and TEM results (Fig. S1†), we could
confidently move on toward modelling of the anisotropic
superstructures.
Shown in Fig. 2b is a 2D map for the two main parameters
averaged over the whole ensemble: core-to-satellite distance
and satellite coverage, i.e. the ratio between the area occupied
by all satellites (excluding the NP coating) and the surface area
of the core NR (eqn (S1)†). Each point gives the mean square
error (MSE) as a measure of the quality of the fit to the experimental data. The uncertainty of these ensemble parameters
can be estimated from cross-sections through the global
minimum (domain of lowest MSEs) within the parameter
space (Fig. 2c and d). It can be assumed with high confidence
that the average core-to-satellite distance ranges between 1 and
2 nm (Fig. 2d), whereas the overall surface coverage is 36–45%
(in agreement with 39%, as estimated by TEM image analysis;
Fig. S4†), which corresponds to 18 ± 2 satellite particles per
nanorod (Table S2†). This value is very close to the jamming
limit of ca. 50%, i.e. the maximum saturation for randomly
sequentially adsorbed (RSA) particles on curved surfaces. We
conclude herefrom that the satellites are not closely packed, as
could be guessed from TEM images (Fig. S3†). Because of their
negative surface charge, the satellites can be considered repulsive with a larger “soft” diameter. Considering the excluded
space by electrostatic repulsion, it can be assumed that the
core particles are almost completely saturated with randomly
distributed satellites. With this configuration, one might
initially expect additional plasmonic contributions due to
inter-satellite coupling of closely arranged particles, but this is
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not the case. The nearest-neighbour spacing of satellites is
determined by the steric hindrance of their swollen polyelectrolyte coating and repulsive (negative) surface charges. As
a consequence, the spacing between two satellites would be
at least twice as large as the core-to-satellite spacing (Fig. S8†).
Therefore, the satellites’ short-range coupling to the comparatively larger core can be expected to out-range the inter-satellite coupling. To test this assumption, we have taken a closer
look into the plasmonic interactions and near-field coupling
for such anisotropic superstructures. A detailed description
of the coupled modes will also provide information on
their optical properties, and thus on the possibilities for
multifunctionality.
Correlation of structural and optical properties
Plasmonic hybridization is an electromagnetic analogue to
molecular orbital (MO) theory, which allows to intuitively
analyse coupling scenarios.3 With the aim of describing the
plasmonic response (shifting and splitting of modes), a
complex nanostructure is first conceptually broken down into
its elementary building blocks. Then, based on the energetic
levels of the elemental plasmons, interactions between the
constituents can be predicted or reconstructed. The resulting

Nanoscale

hybrid modes diﬀerentiate between bonding and antibonding
modes, in resemblance with MO theory. Hybridization theory
has already been applied to dimers of nanospheres3,34,46–48 as
well as rod–sphere heterodimers,35 which basically represent
single-satellite superstructures (Fig. S12†). The main question
here is whether the concept of hybridization can be applied to
multi-satellite superstructures. To answer this question, both
mode splitting and collective dipole–dipole interactions must
be analysed. First, we consider a simplified 2D system that
contains only particles in the excitation plane (Fig. S10†), to
facilitate the diﬀerentiation of the various contributions before
proceeding to 3D assemblies.
For anisotropic superstructures, plasmonic coupling can
take place in all three principal axes (Fig. 3a–c), one representing a longitudinal excitation and two associated with transversal excitations. Either case, on the left of the diagram the
mode of the core rod is shown, with a diﬀerent energy depending on its orientation (RL for the longitudinal one at 690 nm
and RT for the transversal one at 520 nm). The orbit of satellites is shown on the right, modelled as a degenerate ensemble
of individual dipoles (S, 525 nm). The polarization in each of
the components can be deduced from their corresponding
surface charge density distributions (the gradient of the local

Fig. 3 Plasmonic coupling in anisotropic core/satellite superstructures: Simpliﬁed hybridization diagrams of 2D assemblies in the principal planes
of excitation: (a) longitudinal, (b) transversal along the long axis and (c) transversal along the short axis. Surface charge density distributions with the
orientations of induced dipoles are indicated by arrows. (d–f ) Calculated extinction cross-sections of the fundamental plasmonic modes: spheres S,
rod RL and RT, and bonding coupled modes CL and CT. Electric-ﬁeld enhancements of the excited bonding modes are included for each orientation.
(g–i) Ensemble-averaged balance between radiative (CAbs, light red) and non-radiative contributions (CSca, light blue) in 3D assemblies and exemplary
surface charge distributions for the bonding modes.
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electric field). Hybridization theory predicts that, by combination, mode splitting takes place.
Probably the most intuitive situation is an external field
aligned along the longitudinal axis of the nanorod. The 2D
superstructure shows a pronounced red-shifted mode (CL,
780–800 nm), representing the energetically favourable state,
in which the dominant core charges lead to reorientation of
the satellites. Meanwhile, the locations of high surface charge
density also correspond to strong confinements of the electric
field E/E0. These hot spots are particularly pronounced in the
satellite-core gaps near the tips (Fig. 3d). The present dipole–
dipole interactions (Fig. S3a†) agree well with the expectations
derived from hybridization models of rod–sphere heterodimers
as single-satellite assemblies (Fig. S12a†). The second coupled
mode is much weaker and located close to the primitive mode
of the satellites (S). Initially, one might expect this to indicate
the presence of unbound satellites in the solution. However,
EM studies have shown that this is not the case. The question
arises whether this mode could be assigned to be of antibonding type. Hybridization theory postulates the bonding mode to
be redshifted (with respect to the primitive plasmon of the rod
core) and the antibonding mode to be blue shifted with
respect to the primitive plasmon of the spheres. In practice
however, both experimental and theoretical findings have been
reported showing slightly red-shifted antibonding modes, at
first glance, in disagreement with hybridization theory.3,46,47
This abnormality was attributed to either additional interactions with interband electrons (in the case of heterometallic
Au/Ag assemblies46) or to screening/quenching of repulsive
interactions (for homometallic Au assemblies47). For the
multi-satellite structures, the obtained surface charges reveal
dipole–dipole interactions, in line with expectations, but the
overall charge pattern is weak (Fig. S13a†). This might be
indicative for destructive interactions with other longitudinal
modes ( possibly of higher-order).
The mode splitting of the transversal rod mode (RT,
520 nm) proceeds analogously, so it can be viewed from two
diﬀerent perspectives (Fig. 3b and c). Although the resulting
modes are basically the same, it makes sense to consider both
perspectives, as the seamless transition from an anisotropic to
an isotropic-core superstructure can be shown very nicely. We
first take the perspective in which both the wave vector k and
the polarization of the electric field E are perpendicular to the
long axis of the nanorod (Fig. 3b). Because the energetic mismatch between core and satellites is low, all components can
be excited simultaneously by the external field. The dominant
mode at 600 nm shows a uniform charge distribution on the
core and a consequent reorientation of the dipolar charges of
the satellite particles (close to the tips). The dipole–dipole
interactions correspond to a bonding-type mode (Fig. S13b†).
Contrary to CL (Fig. 3d), the strongest hot spots of CT are not
located near the rod ends but at its sides (Fig. 3e). The weaker
second mode at 520–540 nm corresponds to energetically
unfavourable dipolar interactions (Fig. S13b†). Second, from
the perspective along the nanorod ( parallel to k, Fig. 3c),
the assembly looks like a superstructure with an isotropic
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core.18 Comparing the mode splitting in Fig. 3e and f, it
appears that the intensity and redshift magnitude of the lowenergy mode depend on the number of satellites involved. The
corresponding surface charges reveal favourable interactions at
lower energy and unfavourable interactions at higher energies
(Fig. S13c†). For details, see ESI.5.† In summary, the plasmonic
interactions present in 2D multi-satellite rod@sphere assemblies follow the principles of hybridization theory.
So far, we have only considered 2D assemblies (Fig. 3a–f ),
whereas 3D assemblies are much more aﬀected by satellite disorder and structural diversity, with a multitude of possible
configurations. To assess the influence of disorder, 40 randomly generated 3D configurations (based on the best-match
parameters of structural analysis, Table S2, Fig. S10†) were
averaged. Fig. 3g–i presents the non-radiative (CAbs) and radiative (CSca) contributions of NP building blocks and assemblies.
Although the coupled modes (CL, CT) are broadened by ensemble-averaging and inter-satellite coupling (Fig. S11†), they
remain dominantly absorbing. The distinct scattering contribution in CL originates from the longitudinal rod mode RL.
Still, in all cases, the absorption cross-section is further
increased upon assembly. The exemplary surface charge distributions of 3D assemblies in Fig. 3g–i agree well with the coupling behaviour described above (for 2D assemblies).
From this analysis, clear rules for the design of superstructures can be derived: (1) If the elementary modes are
mainly absorbing, the coupled modes will also be strongly
absorbing. (2) If one of the elementary modes has a significant
scattering contribution, this radiative component will be transferred to the coupled mode.
SERS eﬃciency
Based on the above theoretical discussion, the suitability of
these superstructures as colloidal SERS nanosensors were
investigated. Within superstructures with a broken symmetry,
the diﬀerent hot-spot positions (gaps near rod tips versus
sides) can be selectively excited by the choice of the respective
laser wavelength (Fig. 4a). Here, the question arises which of
the coupled plasmon modes displays a higher SERS performance. We first measured the Raman scattering from dispersions of the superstructures without additional analytes
(Fig. 4b). A gold concentration of 0.25 mM Au0 (determined
spectroscopically by the extinction at 400 nm) was found to be
suﬃcient to detect the local surface chemistry within the hot
spots. Although the SERS intensity of 10–40 counts per mW is
relatively weak, the SERS signature can be assigned to the
characteristic signals of the coating on the nanorod cores,
MUTA+, and on the spherical satellites P(SS-co-MA). Guided by
reference measurements (Fig. S14, Table S5†), some signals
could be assigned to the trimethylammonium head group (vCN+
760 cm−1, vCH3 1295–1457 cm−1) and the skeletal vibrations of
the C11H22 alkyl chain (vCC,ali. 1029–1191 cm−1, vCH2
1215–1461 cm−1) of MUTA+. Likewise, other signals indicate
spectral contributions from styrenesulfonate (SS: vCS
793 cm−1, vCC,ar. 995 cm−1) and maleic acid (MA: vCH2
1449 cm−1, vCOO 1578 cm−1) in the P(SS-co-MA) coating.
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Fig. 4 SERS brightness of coupled modes: (a) Selected wavelengths for
the excitation of the bonding coupled modes at 633 nm (CT) and
785 nm (CL). (b) SERS signature of the unlabelled assemblies in water
(top), with indicated contributions from MUTA+ (green) and P(SS-co-MA)
coating (red), by spectral deconvolution (bottom). (c) SERS spectra of
assemblies before (grey) and 1 h after labelling (black) with 1 µM NTP,
upon excitation at 633 nm (CT, top) and 785 nm (CL, bottom). (d)
Corresponding analytical enhancement factors (AEFs) determined 1 h
after labelling. (e) Time-dependence of the AEFs indicating complete
adsorption of NTP after 1 day. All samples contained 0.25 mM Au0.

The true quality of SERS amplification is demonstrated by
the addition of 4-nitrothiophenol (NTP, Fig. S14†) as an aromatic model analyte. Fig. 4c compares the SERS gains at two
diﬀerent excitation lines, 633 nm and 785 nm, for samples
with 0.25 mM Au0 without NTP (grey lines) and at 1 h after
addition of NTP (1 µM, black lines). The characteristic signals
of NTP occur with significantly higher intensities of up to
1500–1800 counts per mW (Table S3†), keeping all experimental conditions the same. For the quantification of the
analytical enhancement factors (AEFs),49 we used the prominent signals of the symmetrical stretching vibration of the
nitro group vNO2 at 1330 cm−1 and the stretching of the aromatic phenyl ring vCC,ar. at 1570 cm−1. For this purpose, we
first determined experimentally the non-enhanced molar
Raman cross-sections (IRS/cRS) of NTP for 633 nm and 785 nm
excitation, using a series of reference concentrations below the
solubility limit (Fig. S15†). Then, the AEF values were calculated by means of eqn (2), based on the intensity ISERS and
NTP concentration (cSERS = 1 µM) in the SERS experiments
(Fig. 4d).
AEF ¼

ISERS cRS
IRS cSERS

ð2Þ

The AEF values quantify the performance of SERS-active
liquids (colloidal dispersions) for analytical chemistry applications, provided that all experimental procedures are clearly
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stated and a sub-monolayer coverage of the analyte is ensured
(Table S4†).49 The obtained AEFs (after 1 h) range between
(2.3 − 2.6) × 104 at 633 nm excitation and (0.73 − 1.0) × 105 at
785 nm excitation (Fig. 4d, Table S3†). While at 633 nm, the
enhancement ratio of the investigated Raman modes is
balanced, the signal yield of vNO2 predominates at 785 nm. In
a direct comparison, the signal yield at 785 nm is about 3–4
times higher than at 633 nm. This implies that the longitudinal coupled mode CL (in the NIR range) is better suited for
SERS than the transverse coupled mode CT. These results
suggest that the analyte finds its way into the hot spots, i.e. the
gaps between the core and the satellites. It is however unclear
whether the analyte adsorbs uniformly throughout the superstructure or at preferred sites. The preferential adsorption of
NTP onto the MUTA+-functionalized core could be expected
because of coulombic attraction to the NO2− group.
However, the positive charge of the NR core should be reversed
by the adsorption of P(SS-co-MA)-encapsulated satellite NPs
and free P(SS-co-MA) from solution, which was added to saturate the unoccupied sites of the core surface. The thiol group
of NTP might in principle bind to all accessible areas of the
gold surface. At the same time, part of the core surface might
be inaccessible because of MUTA+ ligands. In any case, it is
ensured that even for an exclusive adsorption on cores or satellites, the basic precondition of a sub-monolayer of NTP would
be met (Table S4†). In addition, incomplete analyte adsorption
is a source of error that can aﬀect the significance of SERS
results. To evaluate whether all NTP molecules have been
removed from the solution after incubation for 1 h, further
measurements were carried out after 1 day and after 4 days
(Fig. 4e, Table S3†). It turned out that, after 1 day the AEF
values increased by about 18–21%, to (0.9 − 1.2) × 105. After
4 days, no further increase could be recorded and the values
remained constant, indicating complete adsorption of analyte.
For a Raman marker at non-resonant conditions, the SERS
results show a remarkably high signal yield per mole Au (AEF/
cAu of 4.88 × 105 mM−1). To the best of our knowledge, this is
one of the highest AEF/cAu eﬃciency values presented in the
literature for SERS-active colloidal dispersions.44,50 The normalization of AEF values by cAu is recommended because AEF
values by themselves suﬀer from poor comparability. Especially
for colloidal (average) SERS experiments, the analyte to nanostructure surface ratio is a critical parameter. Since the eﬀective
surface area and the number of absorbed analyte molecules are
hard to evaluate precisely, we utilize the volume content of NPs
by cAu51 to relate signal output to material input.
Plasmonic heating eﬃciency
After SERS activity has been demonstrated, we present the suitability of our superstructures for plasmonic heating. The conversion of absorbed light into heat is based on photo-thermal
relaxation processes during the plasmonic excitation.27
Accordingly, non-radiative contributions (absorption crosssection) and matching of the excitation wavelength are crucial
factors toward eﬀective heat generation.52 We therefore performed heating experiments to compare the superstructures to
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formed into heat. However, for the comparison that we are
doing here, it may be more purposeful to directly compare the
generated heat output (ΔQ) to the required material input, in
terms of sample concentration (cAu). In this way, we avoid misinterpretations given by very diﬀerent extinction cross-sections
of each particle type. Accordingly, we define the molar rate of
heat transfer (Fig. 5c) as
ΔQ Qsample  Qmedium
¼
cAu Ext400=2:4 mM1

Fig. 5 Plasmonic heating eﬃciency: (a) Exemplary heating/cooling
cycles of assemblies (blue) and building blocks (green: rods; red:
spheres). Heating eﬃciency (b) and molar rate of heat transfer (c) for
excitation at 808 nm. (d) Spectral losses measured by diﬀuse reﬂectance
spectroscopy of the spherical satellites (top), the rod-shaped cores
(middle), and the assemblies (bottom) showing non-radiative (blue) and
radiative contributions (red) to the total extinction (black, dashed).

the separate building blocks. For this purpose, 1 mL aliquots
for each morphology were illuminated with a laser at 808 nm
(710 mW), and the temperature reached at the surface was
monitored with a thermal camera. In this way, heating and
cooling curves (Fig. 5a) were recorded. Once thermal equilibrium with the environment was reached, the spherical NPs
used as satellites were found to cause only a slight temperature
increase of 2–3 °C, even at a high Au0 concentration of
0.55 mM. The nanorod core NPs yield a temperature increase of
about 12 °C, at a lower concentration of 0.36 mM Au0. Finally,
the superstructures result in the highest temperature gain
(15 °C), with even lower material requirements (0.13 mM Au0).
The heating eﬃciency η is a measure for the quality of the
light-to-heat conversion (Fig. 5b). Following the method
described by Roper et al.,26 this corresponds to the quotient of
the delivered thermal energy ΔQ(Qsample − Qmedium) and the
energy provided by the incident laser power P, considering the
optical density (extinction, Ext808) of the sample (see ESI.8†).
η¼

Qsample  Qmedium
P ð1  10Ext808 Þ

ð3Þ

The transient temperatures shown in Fig. 5a display an
exponential behaviour. Qsample and Qmedium are obtained by
fitting the characteristic decay times of the experimental data
(Fig. S16†). The heating eﬃciency is a property defined for a
single particle, and it is independent of concentration.
Besides, it does not consider how many photons a particle is
interacting with; only how many of such photons are trans-
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ð4Þ

in which we use the extinction at 400 nm as a close estimation
of the Au0 content in the sample medium.51 The small spherical NPs (red) show the highest heating eﬃciency (Fig. 5b),
above 90%. However, the delivered amount of heat per mole is
below 0.1 W mM−1 (Fig. 5c) because their extinction crosssection at the laser wavelength is very low (Fig. 5d, top). In this
case, a mismatch of the excitation wavelength with the
plasmon resonance is the cause of a reduced heat generation.
The same argument applies to the core nanorods (Fig. 5d,
middle), which exhibit a conversion eﬃciency of 43% but a
limited molar heat transfer rate of 0.53 ± 0.05 W mM−1. The
excitation wavelength matches well with the CL mode of the
superstructures (Fig. 5d). The assembly of spheres and rods
displays an increased heating eﬃciency, as compared to bare
rods, which reaches 53% (Fig. 5b). This behaviour is due to
more pronounced non-radiative properties, as can be observed
by comparing Fig. 3g–i. The result is a high molar heat transfer
rate of 1.7 ± 0.26 W mM−1 (Fig. 5c). At first glance, this
suggests that a concentration of 0.42 mM Au0 would in principle suﬃce to completely convert irradiated light into heat.
However, a quantitative conversion cannot be obtained for the
given experimental conditions because of the finite interaction
volume and limited light path of the laser beam.25 Recently,
heating experiments showing laser-induced aggregation of
nanorods have been reported.53 In our experiments, however,
no aggregation or reduced colloidal stability could be observed
even after repeated heating/cooling cycles, as verified by UV/
vis/NIR spectroscopy. This further confirms the high colloidal
stability of the P(SS-co-MA) coating (in the absence of stabilizing ligands) and the possibility of exploiting the superstructures as stable heaters.
Still, it is not fully understood how nanoscale control over
optical heating in complex plasmonic systems can be
achieved.54 The superstructures presented herein exemplify an
increase of heating eﬃciency by hierarchical structuring. The
interparticle thermalization in this case, appears to be aided
by plasmon coupling.28 Because the nanospheres are very
strongly absorbing but cannot be excited directly (by the external field of the laser), the core particle is essential for heat
generation.55 The nanorod core acts as an optical nanoantenna
and is the key element in the conversion of light to heat. As
the primary excitable component, it excites the surrounding
spherical satellites by its own induced electric field. As a
result, the generated heat combines contributions from both
the core and coupled satellites. Optically, this can be witnessed
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by the increased absorption power of the assembly (Fig. 3g
and 5d), thereby increasing the eﬃciency of optical heating.

Conclusions
The decoration of gold nanorods with spherical NPs results in
anisotropic superstructures with satellite coverages (36–45%)
close to saturation, limited by surface jamming (ca. 50%). The
short core-to-satellite gaps of 1.5 ± 0.5 nm, as determined by
SAXS analysis, result in strongly coupled building blocks. The
characteristic spectral losses of anisotropic colloidal assemblies were investigated, both theoretically and experimentally.
Our findings demonstrate that symmetry breaking in the
superstructures grants control over the balance between
absorption and scattering properties. This was exemplified for
nanorod cores which gave access to intense coupling modes
with a dominating non-radiative character in the NIR.
These superstructures may serve as colloidal SERS nanosensors in dispersed state with enhancements on the order of 104
(transversal) and 105 (longitudinal), by selective excitation at
633 nm or 785 nm, respectively. Their high SERS brightness
even allowed to detect the low-intensity spectral background of
the coating layers on the building block NPs. The longitudinally coupled mode in the NIR range is particularly well-suited
for SERS detection with a remarkably high signal yield per mol
Au (AEF/cAu of 4.9 × 105 mM−1) for a Raman marker (NTP) at
non-resonant conditions.
The superstructures’ suitability for plasmonic heating was
evaluated by laser irradiation at 808 nm, which falls in a
region of low attenuation in biological tissues. We demonstrated that the eﬀectiveness of heat generation relies on both
the non-radiative character of the specific plasmon mode and
matching to the excitation wavelength. The superstructures
showed increased heating eﬃciency (53%) and molar rates of
heat transfer (1.7 ± 0.3 W mM−1) compared to their building
blocks. Our results evidence that the heating eﬃciency can be
increased by hierarchical structuring. Because the small nonaggregated nanospheres cannot be excited in the NIR, the
nanorod core is required as an optical nanoantenna. Aided by
the strong plasmon coupling, the excitation is conveyed to the
surrounding nanospheres. Consequently, both the core and
the coupled satellites may contribute to heating and the lightto-heat conversion eﬃciency is augmented.
Thus, balancing of non-radiative and radiative contributions is a key step toward the design of multifunctional
nanosensors that combine high SERS and heating eﬃciencies.
In the context of increased structural control, guided assembly56 at the core surface might even grant access to chiroptical
anisotropic superstructures.57
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